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Abstract

Compressive sensing (CS) is a framework in which one attempts to measure a signal in a compres-

sive mode, implying that fewer total measurements are required vis-à-vis direct sampling methods.

Compressive sensing exploits the fact that the signal of interest is compressible in some basis, and

the CS measurements correspond to projections (typically random projections) performed on the basis-

function coefficients. In this paper we demonstrate that ideas from compressive sensing may be exploited

in the context of electromagnetic modeling, here multi-static scattering from an arbitrary target. In

this context the computational analysis may be viewed as a numerical experiment, and ideas from

compressive sensing may be used to reduce the number of computations required for target characteri-

zation. It is demonstrated that the compressive-sensing framework may be applied with relatively minor

modifications to many existing numerical models, with examples presented here for a fast-multipole

computational engine.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the 1990s there were significant developments on the sparse representation of digital signals in

terms of orthonormal basis functions. For example, assume that one is interested in representing

the m-dimensional complex signal u in terms of a basis, of the form u = Ψθ, where Ψ is an m×m

matrix and θ represents an m-dimensional column vector; the columns of Ψ represent the m

orthonormal basis vectors. For most natural signals u (characterized by being piecewise smooth),

the wavelet transform [1], [2] has been shown to yield a particularly sparse representation.

Specifically, if θ represents the wavelet coefficients for a piecewise-smooth signal u, then the
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error ‖θ − θN‖22 has been shown to decay quickly with increasing N , where θN represents θ

with the smallest m − N coefficients set to zero. This implies that only a small number N of

dominant wavelet coefficients are required to approximate u well. This property of wavelets has

led to a new generation of wavelet-based compression algorithms, for both imagery and video

[3], [4]. Importantly, since the N dominant wavelet coefficients are a strong function of the

signal u of interest, the aforementioned compression algorithms must adapt to u. In addition, we

note that the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is at the heart of JPEG compression [5], which is

currently the industry compression standard; this is because most images (and video) are highly

compressible in a DCT basis.

While wavelet and DCT-based compression and sparse-signal representations have had many

important practical applications, in the context of sensing there are issues worthy of further

research. For example, in the above discussion it was noted that for a compressing basis the

m − N smallest transform coefficients may be discarded with minimal degradation to the

reconstruction of u (i.e., ‖θ − θN‖22 decreases quickly as N increases). However, in the context

of sensing, one must first measure the m-dimensional digital signal u, represent it in the basis

Ψ, and then compression is performed subsequently, after which effectively θN is retained.

Consequently, in some sense m−N pieces of data in the original u were measured unnecessarily.

Compressive sensing (CS)1 [6]–[8] is a new approach to data collection, seeking to integrate

sensing and compression and therefore measure the informative part of the signal directly. The

above discussion was placed in the context of wavelets and the DCT, while CS is applicable to

any basis or frame Ψ in which the signal of interest u may be sparsely rendered [6]–[8].

There are several “surprising” aspects of compressive sensing [8]. First, in the above discussion

it was noted that the largest N coefficients θN are a strong function of the signal u, and the

approximation to u based on θN yields a good representation with N � m. Therefore, one may

anticipate that the CS measurements should be performed adaptively, with the system “homing

in” in some sense on the dominant coefficients θN . A surprising aspect of CS is that one does not

attempt to measure the dominant coefficients θN ; rather, a weighted combination of all transform

coefficients θ are measured. Another surprising aspect of CS is that one may expect that the

1All compressive-sensing preprints in the list of references may be downloaded from http://www.dsp.ece.rice.edu/cs/
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aforementioned weights should adapt to the signal under test; however, CS theory indicates that

a fixed set of weights may be used for all u within a given class, and that the quality of the CS

estimate of u, based on these measurements, will not be significantly worse than the best adaptive

measurements. A set of n CS measurements may be represented as v = Φθ, where Φ is an n×m

projection matrix. One additional “surprise” is that the components of Φ may be constituted as

draws from a general underlying random variable. Summarizing, (i) in CS measurements one

does not directly measure u, but measures u (or, equivalently, θ) projected onto a random signal,

and n such random projections constitute the n-dimensional CS measurement vector v; (ii) the

particular n projection vectors may be constituted randomly, and are fixed for all u; (iii) one

may use CS inversion techniques to approximate u accurately based on the measurements v,

with several techniques available for this inversion [7], [9]–[14].

In this paper we address the concept of using compressive sensing for numerical electromagnetic

scattering computations. When performing such a scattering analysis, one typically must solve

a complex matrix equation of the form Zi = e, where Z may represent an “impedance” matrix,

i is a column vector of induced currents, and e is a column vector representing the excitation

(for example, any algorithm in the general form of the method of moments [15] falls into this

category, with the recently developed fast multiple method constituting an important modern

example [16]–[18]). Assume that one is interested in performing a multi-static scattering analysis

at a fixed frequency, as a function of the incidence and scattering angles (e.g, in two dimensions,

with the signal of interest u being the scattered fields as a function of angles φi and φs). When

considering plane-wave excitation, each incident angle φi corresponds to a distinct e, and the

associated computed induced current i is then used to compute the scattered fields [15] at all

angles φs. In almost all previous analyses researchers have considered excitations e corresponding

to a plane wave, and for each such excitation the computed i is then employed to compute the

scattered fields individually at all angles φs.

As indicated above, the data u of interest is the complex “image” of multi-static scattered fields,

with two axes corresponding to φi and φs (for a fixed frequency). The computation of u for a

given target is often a computationally challenging task, particularly as the target increases in

size relative to wavelength (this problem having motivated the work in [16]–[18], as well as other
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“fast” computational engines). The challenge is that when plane-wave excitation is considered,

the number of different incident angles φi that must be considered is relatively large, and for

each there is a need to constitute and solve a large matrix equation Zi = e. As discussed further

below, and as required for a compressive-sensing analysis, a multi-static scattering image such

as u is typically highly compressible within an appropriate orthonormal basis Ψ (e.g., the DCT).

Based on this, one may view the computation of u as a computational sensing challenge, for a

target of interest. Rather than applying compressive sensing to a physical sensing challenge, we

will here apply it to a numerical sensing problem (computation of multi-static scattered fields).

Specifically, rather than considering one set of excitation and scattering angles at a time, we

will consider a linear combination of all excitation and scattering angles simultaneously. The

linear weights will be constituted as draws from a random process. We will demonstrate that

this compressive-sensing form of electromagnetic scattering computations may be implemented

with minor modification to existing computational engines (e.g., [16]–[18]), while providing

computational acceleration (fewer total computations required to attain the same scattering data).

In this manner the numerical model is used to directly compute the compressive data v, and

then CS inversion [7], [9]–[14] is employed to recover the desired data u.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide a concise summary

of compressive-sensing theory, and in Section III these ideas are used as a tool for accelerating

numerical multi-static scattering analyses. Example scattering results using compressive sensing

applied to fast-multipole [16]–[18] analyses are presented in Section IV. Conclusions of this

work are discussed in Section V.

II. REVIEW OF COMPRESSIVE-SENSING THEORY

The field of compressive sensing was started by Candès, Romberg and Tao [7] by considering

signals that are sparse in the Fourier domain, with this generalized subsequently by Candès and

Tao [19] to signals that are sparse in general bases or frames. Donoho [8] developed further

results along these lines. In the wave problem of interest here, we will be considering complex

signals u. The first paper in this field [7] considered complex signals, while [20] considered

real signals and possibly complex projections. Other papers in this field [8], [19] have focused

exclusively on real signals. However, it is noted in [19] that the theory extends directly to
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complex signals, except for negligible changes to some of the constants in the performance

analyses. Consequently, in the discussion that follows we consider compressive sensing in the

context of complex signals u.

A. Sparsity

In the discussion below we adopt notation introduced by Donoho [8]. Consider a class U of

m-dimensional complex signals. An information operator In maps any member of U to an

n-dimensional complex vector, In : U → Cn . The information operator is of the form

In(u) = (< ξ1, u >, ..., < ξn, u >) (1)

where < ξi, u > is an inner product and ξi are sampling vectors (< ξi, u >= ξH
i u, where

superscript H represents the complex transpose). We let An represent an algorithm that operates

on the n-dimensional signal measured by the information operator In, and An attempts to

reconstruct u, An : Cn → Cm; the characteristics of such an algorithm are discussed below.

If the m-dimensional signals in U have special properties, u may be recovered accurately even

when the number of measurements n� m, this yielding the terminology “compressive sensing”.

The exploitation of known constraints on the properties of signals in U may be viewed as a

regularization of the mapping An : Cn → Cm. In compressive sensing (CS) one exploits the fact

that most natural signals u are compressible in an appropriate orthonormal basis, for example

a wavelet [1], [2], local Fourier [2], or DCT [5] basis. The original goal of CS was to directly

measure the informative part of the signal u, such that the total number of samples that must be

measured may be reduced substantially, potentially simplifying the hardware properties of the

sensor digitization system. In this context the measurements are themselves directly performed in

a compressive mode. In this paper we extend these ideas to reduce the number of computations

required for a numerical multi-static scattering analysis.

Focusing now on sparsity, let {ψi}i=1,m represent an orthonormal basis for m-dimensional

signals, and therefore for u ∈ U we have u =
∑m

i=1 θiψi, with θi ≡< u, ψi >. The set U

is termed compressible if for all u ∈ U
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‖θ‖p ≡ (
∑

i

|θi|p)1/p ≤ R (2)

for some 0 < p < 2 and for some R > 0. The case p = 1 corresponds to the well-known

sparseness promotion employed within a Laplacian [21] distribution in Bayesian analysis, or `1

regularization [7], [8] resulting from an associated maximum a posteriori analysis [21]. As p

gets smaller the signals must be more sparse to satisfy (2) for a given R.

B. Random construction of information operator In

The signal u may be expressed as a column vector u = Ψθ, where θ is a column vector composed

of coefficients {θi}i=1,m and Ψ is an m×m matrix, the ith column of which is defined by the

basis vector ψi; the vector u is assumed sparse in the basis Ψ. The CS measurements may

be represented by the n-dimensional column vector v, with v = ΦΨHu. The matrix resulting

from the product ΦΨH is responsible for the n projections; Φ is an n×m matrix, and the CS

measurements may now be expressed as v = Φθ.

A remarkable result proven by Candès and Tao [19] and Donoho [8] is that if the columns

of matrix Φ are generated iid from an underlying distribution (e.g., Gaussian or Bernoulli)

then the process of measuring v and then recovering u is essentially optimal. Specifically, with

“overwhelming probability”, when constituting the projection vectors {ξi}i=1,n (rows of Φ) in

such a random manner, one may recover the underlying signal u with the fewest number of

measurements n. This optimality is manifested in the following sense [19]: By using randomly

constituted projection vectors, one requires a near-minimal number of measurements n to recover

the underlying signal u. The required number of projections is n ≈ Nlog(m) [8], where

recall that N represents the number of significant transform coefficients (if the signal is highly

compressible N � m and therefore Nlog(m)� m for large m).

In practice the underlying signal u is recovered as the solution to the convex `1 regularized

inversion

min
g ‖θ(g)‖`1 subject to Φθ(g) = v = Φθ(u) (3)
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There have been several algorithms developed to implement this inversion [9], [10], [13], [14],

[22]. In practice one typically doesn’t know the appropriate N a priori, and therefore there may

be some uncertainty in selecting n. The inversion algorithm in [13] not only estimates u, but also

provides “error bars”; therefore [13] allows one to adaptively determine an appropriate number

of CS measurements n, based on a preset error criterion on the recovery of u.

III. MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING SCATTERING-ANALYSIS TOOLS

A. Setup of CS scattering computations

Most linear scattering analyses result in a matrix equation of the form [15]

Zi = e (4)

where i represents a column vector of basis-function coefficients to be solved for, and the

column vector e represents the known source, or excitation. If the analysis involves Nb basis

function coefficients, then i and e are complex vectors of dimension Nb, and Z is an Nb ×Nb

complex matrix. When the dimensions of the target become large with respect to excitation

wavelength (most such analyses are performed one frequency or wavelength at a time), then the

number of basis functions Nb may become quite large. Therefore, the order N2
b computational

cost associated with filling Z, and the cost of performing the matrix inversion for i, become

prohibitive. Once i is computed for a particular excitation e, the scattered fields observed at

different angles with respect to the target may be computed efficiently [15]. Therefore, the

principal computational bottleneck is manifested in forming and solving (4) for a particular

angle of incidence. This computational challenge has motivated development of techniques that

allow (4) to be solved more efficiently than a naive direct solution, with the fast multipole

method [16]–[18] constituting an important example. These latter techniques require O(NblogNb)

computational cost to solve for i, and O(Nb) computational cost to solve for the associated

scattered fields after i is obtained. Even with these fast techniques, forming and solving (4) for

the unknown i becomes computationally prohibitive as the size of the target increases relative

to wavelength, i.e. with increasing Nb.

The analysis in (4) may be viewed as a computational sensing experiment: given the excitation
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e, the goal is to perform a computational “experiment” to estimate i, and from i the scattered

field. Hence, the same ideas from compressive sensing, which have typically been applied to

physical experiments, may also be applied to computational experiments. One may therefore ask

the following question: Is it possible to employ CS to reduce the number of times we must solve

(4), and, based upon this reduced set of calculations, can the full multi-static scattering profile

be recovered? In this context the “sensing” part of CS corresponds to executing a numerical

computation, and the objective is to employ CS to reduce the number of required computations.

To perform numerical scattering computations in a CS mode, one may perform relatively simple

modifications to existing numerical models that constitute and solve matrices of the form Zi = e.

Specifically, rather than assuming plane-wave excitation, the excitation e in (4) is composed

of a linear combination of plane waves, with the weights on this superposition (here) drawn

iid from a Gaussian random variable, with zero mean and unit variance; based upon the CS

theory summarized in Section II, one may also consider alternative random variables. In the

computations presented in Section IV, the plane-wave incidence (excitation) angle θe is sampled

uniformly 128 times over 0o ≤ θe ≤ 180o, and each of the 128 plane waves is weighted by a

unique draw from the aforementioned random variable, and then all plane waves are superposed

to constitute one excitation e; importantly, using an e so constituted requires no more cost to

solve (4) than if e corresponds to a plane wave. Once i is computed for a given e, the scattered

fields are also computed in a CS mode, corresponding to a weighted sum of the scattered fields

at different angles. In Section IV, 128 uniformly spaced scattering angles θs are considered over

the range 0o ≤ θs ≤ 180o, with the weights again iid draws from the same random variable.

Within the computational electromagnetic scattering engine, this weighted sum of fields from

128 scattering angles are computed at once, with no more computational cost than observing the

scattered fields at a single scattering angle θs. This process yields a single CS measurement (a

single component of v). Let Ne represent the number of different randomly constituted excitations

v considered (defined by different random-variable draws), and for each we consider Ns random

projections as a function of scattering angle, for a total of Ne ×Ns CS computations. Since, as

discussed above, the solution in (4) for i is the computational bottleneck (at best O(NblogNb)),

the CS computations will be performed with the goal of minimizing Ne, recognizing that there

is negligible additional cost associated with increasing Ns (recall that after i is computed, the
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scattered fields are computed with O(Nb) complexity).

B. Inversion for desired multi-static scattered fields

As a consequence of the aforementioned CS-based scattering computations, we constitute an

n-dimensional complex vector v (where here n = Ne × Ns, using notation from above). Our

goal is to infer from v the scattered fields as a function of discrete plane-wave excitation angles

and discrete observation angles, with the associated matrix of scattered fields represented as u.

For the n-dimensional vector v, and the m elements in the matrix u, we desire an algorithm

An : Cn → Cm, as discussed in Section II.

Let u be the desired multi-static scattering matrix at a given frequency, where one dimension

represents the plane-wave excitation angle and the other dimension represents the scattering

angle; there are assumed
√
m angles in each of these dimensions, where

√
m is assumed to be

an integer. Let the set of column vectors {ψk}k=1,
√

m represent an orthonormal basis in a vector

space of dimension
√
m, and therefore we may represent the matrix u as

u =

√
m∑

j=1

√
m∑

k=1

ψjψ
T
k θj,k (5)

where θj,k represents the complex (scalar) weight on the two-dimensional orthonormal basis

ψjψ
T
k . Our goal is to infer θj,k from the compressive computations v, under the assumption

that the m weights θj,k are sparse (most θj,k may be set to zero, with negligible impact on the

reconstruction of u). Note that each ψjψ
T
k corresponds to one (of m) column in the matrix Ψ

discussed in Section II.

We further let ηe,l represent a vector of dimension
√
m, corresponding to the lth set of randomly

constituted weights on the
√
m plane-wave excitation angles; the vector ηs,k is similarly defined

for the lth set of randomly constituted weights on the
√
m scattering angles. The lth compressive

computation (lth component of v) may be expressed as

v(l) = ηT
e,luηs,l =

√
m∑

j=1

√
m∑

k=1

ηT
e,lψjψ

T
k ηs,lθj,k (6)
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Therefore the complex vector of n such compressive computations may be expressed as

v = Φθ (7)

where θ is an m-dimensional vector composed of the components {θj,k}, for j = 1,
√
m and

k = 1,
√
m, and the lth row of Φ is defined by the components {ηT

e,lψjψ
T
k ηs,l}, again for j =

1,
√
m and k = 1,

√
m. Note that in many cases the components {ηT

e,lψjψ
T
k ηs,l} may be computed

very efficiently. For example, if {ψk}k=1,
√

m corresponds to a DCT or wavelet basis, then the

components {ηT
e,lψjψ

T
k ηs,l} may be computed efficiently using a fast Fourier or wavelet transform,

respectively, of the randomly constituted matrix ηe,lη
T
s,l.

The vector θ is of dimension m, and we assume n CS computations, with n � m. Therefore,

the matrix Φ is of dimension n ×m, and v = Φθ is an under-determined matrix equation. As

indicated in Section II, the algorithm An : Cn → Cm addresses this problem by imposing the

constraint that the signal of interest u is compressible in the basis {ψjψ
T
k } for j = 1,

√
m and

k = 1,
√
m (the vector θ is sparse). There have been many different algorithms developed to

perform this regularized inversion [7], [9]–[14], and here we employ [13].

IV. EXAMPLE RESULTS

To demonstrate the concepts elucidated above we consider the numerical analysis of electromag-

netic scattering from the target in Figure 1. Scattering from this target is analyzed using the multi-

level fast-multipole method (MLFMM) technique discussed in [18]. To simplify the analysis,

the calculations were performed at a fixed azimuthal angle φi = φs = 0o, and the incidence and

scattering angles were varied from 0o ≤ θe ≤ 180o and 0o ≤ θs ≤ 180o. The MLFMM code was

run with plane-wave incidence to sample θe 128 times, and the far-zone scattered fields were

computed at 128 angles θs; these scattered fields provide a reference solution for the CS-based

computations. The real and imaginary parts of the normalized scattered fields are depicted in

Figure 3, where the fields are normalized with respect to exp(−jkor)/r, where r is the range

from the target center to the (distant) receiver.

As a brief aside, we provide justification now for choosing the DCT as the basis Ψ in the CS
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Fig. 1. Finite dielectric cylindrical target considered in three-dimensional fast-multipole electromagnetic scattering calculation.
The target is a lossless dielectric with dielectric constant εr = 2.

analysis presented here. In Figure 2 we compare the sparseness with which the data in Figure 1

are rendered for different Ψ. In Figure 2 are shown the ordered amplitudes when Ψ corresponds

to a discrete Fourier transform, a Harr wavelet [1], and a DCT. For the scattering data considered,

the DCT provides the sparsest representation, and therefore this has been selected for all CS

results presented here. However, as discussed in the Conclusions, further research is of interest

concerning the selection of Ψ for scattering computations and measurements.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the ordered basis-function weights (magnitude) for the scattering data considered in Figure 3, for Ψ
defined by a discrete Fourier, discrete cosine and Harr wavelet basis.

In Figures 4 and 5 are shown respectively the CS-reconstructed real and imaginary parts of

the scattered fields, for which one may compare to the reference solution in Figure 3. In these

computations the number of randomly constituted excitations was fixed at Ne = 16, and for

each excitation the number of different random projections of the scattered fields was Ns = 16,

Ns = 32 and Ns = 64. The number of complex basis function coefficients was Nb = 20016 (this
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Fig. 3. Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the normalized scattered fields, as computed via a reference MLFMM [18]
computation, with plane-wave excitation and the scattered fields observed in the far zone, as a function of scattering angle θs.
The scattered fields are normalized with respect to exp(−jkor)/r.

is a relatively small number of unknowns, selected for efficient computation of the reference

solution in Figure 3). While the results for Ns = 8 (not shown) are reasonably good, they are

substantially worse than those in Figures 4 and 5. We observe from Figures 4 and 5 that the

CS-based MLFMM computations and associated CS reconstructions are in good agreement with

the “truth” in Figure 3 (a quantitative comparison is provided below).

Fig. 4. Real part of the normalized scattered fields, as estimated by compressive sensing. The CS calculations were performed
with Ne = 16 random excitations, and the number of random CS scattering computations considered is Ns = 16 (left), Ns = 32
(center) and Ns = 64 (right). The scattered fields are normalized with respect to exp(−jkor)/r.

To provide a comparison of the accuracy of the CS reconstructions, in Figure 6 is shown the

real part of the normalized scattered field, for plane-wave excitation at Ne = 16 angles over

0o ≤ θe ≤ 180o, and with the scattered field observed at Ns different discrete angles (as in
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Fig. 5. Imaginary part of the normalized scattered fields, as estimated by compressive sensing. The CS calculations were
performed with Ne = 16 random excitations, and the number of random CS scattering computations considered is Ns = 16
(left), Ns = 32 (center) and Ns = 64 (right). The scattered fields are normalized with respect to exp(−jkor)/r.

conventional scattering computations) over 0o ≤ θs ≤ 180o; as in the CS computations, we

consider Ns = 16, Ns = 32 and Ns = 64. The computational cost for this analysis is the

same as that associated with the CS-based analysis in Figure 4. Although not shown here, for

brevity, the imaginary component of these scattered fields, based on linear interpolation of the

uniformly sampled results in θe and θs, have a similar level of accuracy when compared to

the CS-based results in Figure 5. The computation of each CS analysis, for a given random

projection on excitation and on receive, is exactly of the same complexity as when plane-wave

excitation is considered, and the scattered fields are observed at a single angle of observation

(the CS inversion is performed in seconds in Matlab, and therefore this part of the analysis is a

tiny fraction of the time required for the MLFMM scattering analysis).

To provide a quantitative measure of the difference between the CS-computed and traditionally-

computed (plane-wave excitation, and observation at discrete scattering angles), we consider

the error ‖Iest − Iref‖2/‖Iref‖2, where Iest is the estimated (θe, θs) dependent scattered field

(complex) and Iref is the associated reference solution depicted in Figure 3. The Iest is estimated

in two different ways, each requiring the same computational cost: (i) the CS-based approach

with results reflected in Figures 4 and 5, and (ii) the “traditional” approach with uniform sampling

in (θe, θs) with results depicted (real part) in Figure 6. In Table I these errors are shown, for

Ne = 16 source excitations, and for Ns = 16, Ns = 32 and Ns = 64. It is observed that the

CS-based results are significantly more accurate than the corresponding uniform-sampled results.
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To realize accuracy commensurate with the CS solution, the uniformly sampled results require

one to consider Ne = 32 excitations, which more than doubles the computational cost.

In the traditional uniform-sampled results, linear interpolation was used to extrapolate to angles θe

and θs not explicitly considered via the MLFMM analysis. Therefore, it is possible that the results

of the uniform-sampled analysis may be improved by considering a more-sophisticated regression

model (e.g., splines or a polynomial model). Therefore, the CS results considered here may be

viewed from two perspectives: (i) as compared to simple linear interpolation on a uniformly

sampled lattice in θe and θs, the CS results yield improved accuracy with the same computational

cost; and (ii) the CS analysis may be viewed as integrating the scattering computations with the

regression, with the CS inversion providing a smooth and accurate representation of the scattered

fields for a finely sampled lattice in θe and θs.

Fig. 6. Normalized scattered fields (real part) computed using random Ne = 16 plane-wave incident angles uniformly sampled
over the range 0o ≤ θe ≤ 180o, and the scattered fields are uniformly sampled at Ns = 16 (left), Ns = 32 (center) and
Ns = 64 (right) scattering angles, over 0o ≤ θe ≤ 180o. Linear interpolation is used to estimate the scattered fields at angles
θe and θs for which the numerical scattered fields were not explicitly analyzed.

TABLE I

THE ERROR ‖Iest − Iref‖2/‖Iref‖2 , WHERE Iest IS THE ESTIMATED (θe, θs)-DEPENDENT SCATTERED FIELD AND Iref IS

THE ASSOCIATED REFERENCE SOLUTION. THE RESULTS FOR THE ERROR ON THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PART OF THE

SCATTERED FIELDS ARE DENOTED “REAL,IMAGINARY”.

Ns = 16 Ns = 32 Ns = 64
Uniform Sampling 0.51, 0.35 0.38, 0.25 0.36, 0.24

Compressive Sensing 0.38, 0.30 0.25, 0.16 0.14, 0.12
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Compressive sensing has been examined as a framework for efficiently performing scattering

computations. In the context of a numerical scattering analysis, one typically considers plane-

wave excitation, with the scattered fields computed in the far field, one angle at a time. From

the perspective of CS, the computations are performed using an excitation that is a random

combination of plane waves, and the scattered fields are viewed simultaneously at all angles,

with the angle-dependent scattered fields projected onto a random vector. The computational

cost of a CS analysis is exactly the same as that of a traditional analysis, for which fixed angles

of incidence and scattering are considered. The results presented demonstrated that at minimum

the CS computations may be viewed as combining the scattering analysis with a regression

model, to yield a smooth and highly accurate representation of the scattered fields as a function

of angle, with a resolution far superior than that associated with uniform sampling at the same

computational cost. The results also demonstrated that the CS-based results are more accurate

than those using uniform sampling and simple linear interpolation.

The work presented here constitutes an introduction of CS to the problem of performing a

scattering analysis, and therefore there are more open questions for future research than there

are problems solved here. As a sample of open research issues, we discuss the following:

In the context of the MLFMM scattering computations, the CS matrix Φ was constituted by

drawing samples from an underlying random variable. While this framework has been demon-

strated to give good results, and is blessed with good theoretical properties [8], it has recently

been demonstrated that if the underlying signal u is structured, improved performance may be

achieved if the Φ matrix is constituted adaptively, sequentially [13]. Noting the relatively highly

structured form of angle-dependent scattering measurements, it is anticipated that in this context

the number of required CS-based MLFMM computations may be further reduced with adaptive

formation of Φ (rather than constituting the Ns excitations randomly, they may be constituted

adaptively, with a goal of accelerating CS convergence [13].

In the CS analysis one must choose a basis or frame Ψ in which to operate, and it is desirable to

pick a Ψ for which the signal of interest is sparsely rendered. Although an exhaustive analysis
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was not performed, for the problem of interest here it was determined that the discrete cosine

transform (DCT) yielded better sparseness than a wavelet basis; this is attributed to the fact that

often the angle-dependent scattered fields constitute a very smooth function, and therefore the

localizing properties of wavelets are less necessary. An area of interest involves an investigation

into a Ψ that is best suited for the scattering analysis of interest; in this context Ψ may be

complex.

Finally, to simplify the analysis presented here, we considered CS measurements at a single

frequency, although the basic construct may be extended to estimating the angle and frequency

dependent properties of the scattered fields. Moreover, many scattering techniques are imple-

mented in the time domain, such as the FDTD method applied in a subset of the examples

considered here. It is of interest to examine how the CS formulation may be extended to time-

domain scattering measurements.
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